
AN1027: EFR32xG1 and EFM32PG1/JG1
High-Temperature Operation

This application note describes high temperature considerations
for EFR32xG1 and EFM32PG1/JG1 devices. KEY POINTS

• The Sample/Hold Refresh Rate must be
adjusted based on the die junction
temperature
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1.  Introduction

1.1  Issue Overview

To minimize power in EM2/3/4H, circuits within EFR32xG1 and EFM32PG1/JG1 duty-cycle biases use sample/hold circuits. Die junc-
tion temperature increases cause a resulting increase in on-chip leakage currents. The leakage currents in turn can cause excessive
drift on the sample/hold circuits and a reduction in accuracy for the following analog modules:
• BOD trip points
• DC-DC output voltage
• ACMP reference
• IDAC output current
• Digital LDO voltage output
• VMON thresholds

To reduce the drift effect on critical housekeeping modules, the sample/hold refresh rate needs to be modified based on temperature.
For more information, see EFR32xG1 and EFM32PG1/JG1 errata documents, under "EMU_E201 – High Temperature Operation".

1.2  Impact

The Sample/Hold Drift is primarily a concern for applications using EM2/3/4H.

EM0/1 applications use only Continuous Mode. As a result, EM0/1 applications do not require a workaround. The EM4S application
does not use any sampled biases that might be affected by the excess leakage currents.
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2.  Workarounds

2.1  Workaround 1: Continuous Mode

Description

The simplest fix to avoid the sample/hold drift issue is to avoid duty-cycling the biases and run in Continuous mode. Continuous mode
increases the EM2/3 current by approximately 35 uA, but for some applications (for example, wall-powered applications), this simple
solution may be acceptable.

emlib Programming Guide for Workaround 1: Continuous Mode

1. Call EMU_SetBiasMode(emuBiasMode_Continuous) to run in Continuous mode. This function is supported in emlib v5.0.0 or later.

2.2  Workaround 2: Temperature Monitoring

Description

In applications where EM2/3/4H current must be minimized, the preferred option is to use the EMU temperature sensor to perform
background updates to the sample/hold refresh rate as the temperature increases and decreases.

As the refresh rate increases, so does the current consumed. Therefore, for lowest power operation, it is beneficial to remain at the
lowest allowable refresh rate. The recommended refresh rate for a given temperature range is given in Table 2.1 Recommended Sam-
ple/Hold Refresh Rate vs Junction Temperature on page 2 along with the expected approximate current consumption increase.

Note: Some amount of hysteresis should be implemented to prevent the device from toggling between refresh rates unnecessarily near
the transition temperatures.
 

Continuous mode is not supported in EM4H. Therefore, if using the EMU temperature sensor, the maximum junction temperature
(TJ_EMU) for safe EM4H operation is 80°C. Systems that need to operate above this temperature should not enter EM4H.

Note: All junction temperatures labelled TJ_EMU assume use of the EMU temperature sensor. The EMU temperature sensor accuracy is
approximately ±10°C over most of the useable temperature range but might be +15°C at higher temperatures. Accordingly, these
TJ_EMU junction temperatures include some margin to account for the temperature sensor accuracy. The actual maximum junction tem-
perature (TJ) without margin for EM4H operation is 95°C. The actual maximum may only be used if the application has another, more
accurate, means of monitoring temperature, or, otherwise, can ensure that the die junction temperature does not exceed 95°C.
 

For more information about the EMU temperature sensor and its usage, see the Temperature Sensor section of the EMU chapter in the
EFR32xG1 Reference Manual.

Table 2.1.  Recommended Sample/Hold Refresh Rate vs Junction Temperature

Sample/Hold Refresh
Rate

Supported Low
Power Energy
Modes

Typical Current Con-
sumption Increase
(vs. 1 kHz Refresh

Junction Temperature
Range With Margin,
TJ_EMU(as reported by
EMU temperature sen-
sor)1

Junction Temperature
Range, TJ (actual)2

Continuous EM2/3 35 uA TJ_EMU ≥ 80°C3 TJ ≥ 95°C

4 kHz EM2/3/4H 0.6 uA 80°C ≥ TJ_EMU ≥ 65°C 95°C ≥ TJ ≥ 75°C

1 kHz EM2/3/4H 0 uA TJ_EMU < 65°C TJ < 75°C

 

1 Temperature ranges below assume measurement using the EMU temperature sensor and include margin to account for EMU
temperature sensor accuracy

2 Actual Junction temperatures do not include any temperature sensor accuracy margin. Customer must use external means to en-
sure the junction temperature does not exceed these limits

3 EMU temperature sensor accuracy (±10°C)
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emlib Programming Guide for Workaround 2: Temperature Monitoring

This workaround requires using the TEMPDRV driver (v5.0.0 or later). For more information, see the SDK documentation for your spe-
cific device located at http://devtools.silabs.com/dl/documentation/doxygen/. The TEMPDRV documentation is located under MOD-
ULES>EMDRV).

1. Add TEMPDRV to your project and include "tempdrv.h"
2. Call TEMPDRV_Init() to initialize the temperature driver. This function loads the temperature sensor calibration values, enables the

TEMPHIGH and TEMPLOW interrupts in the EMU, and registers callbacks for the rising and falling temperature thresholds with
hysteresis.

3. Once intitialized, the TEMPDRV generates an interrupt when the temperature read by the EMU temperature sensor reaches the
thresholds defined in the "Junction Temperature Range With Margin" column of Table 2.1 Recommended Sample/Hold Refresh
Rate vs Junction Temperature on page 2. When fired, the interrupt handler updates the Sample/Hold Refresh rates and the TEM-
PHIGH/TEMPLOW thresholds in EMU->TEMPLIMITS.

4. OPTIONAL: Any time after initialization, the current EMU temperature reading (in degrees Celsius) may be returned by calling TEMP
DRV_GetTemp().
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3.  Revision History

3.1  Revision 1.00

September 21, 2016.

Initial revision.
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